Mission Space Project: Script Sequence

Your slides and script should be in the following order:

1. Introductory slide
   • Name of the mission you researched
   • Your first and last name
   • Class period
   • Picture

2. Mission Purpose
   • What is/was the purpose of the mission?
   • What did they hope to learn?
   • Picture

3. Timeline Information
   • Launch date
   • At least 2 other significant dates for the mission
   • Length of mission
   • Picture

4. Description of the Craft
   • What does the craft look like?
   • Picture

5. Description of the Machines/Instruments on Board the Craft
   • List the different instruments on board the spacecraft.
   • Explain in detail what at least 3 of those instruments do.

6. Discoveries
   • What discoveries or what have we learned from this mission?
   • Picture

7. Other Information/Unique Features
   • At least one fact unique or interesting about the mission.
   • Picture
8. List of Sources
   - List the sources used for your research and the pictures. Use the exact website address.
   - Picture

Remember to use details and be thorough. Your script must be in your own words and you should be able to explain any words you use.